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Almost everyone loves a good mystery, and mysteries are the meat of forensic science. The study of forensic science involves the analysis and interpretation of evidence for use in a court of law. Unlike 'pure' disciplines, forensics is an applied science that uses scientific principles to meet specific goals. Many of the principles and techniques used by experts are incorporated into "Forensic Science Experiments". Ideal for middle and high school students, this new full-color volume features 20 experiments that will help students get a firm grasp on concepts in the field of forensic science. Each experiment is a self-contained unit with its own further resources, tips for the teacher, and links to the National Science Education Standards. This resource allows students to think independently and build on their own base of science knowledge.
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Human Identity and BioethicsCambridge University Press, 2005

	When philosophers address personal identity, they usually explore numerical identity. When non-philosophers address personal identity, they often have in mind narrative identity. This book develops accounts of both senses of identity, arguing that both are normatively important, and is unique in its exploration of a wide range of issues in...
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THE Java(TM) Programming Language, Fourth EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
Direct from the creators of the Java™ programming language, the  completely revised fourth edition of The Java™ Programming Language is an  indispensable resource for novice and advanced programmers alike.

Developers around the...
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Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2016

	Now in full color!


	 


	The quick way to learn Microsoft PowerPoint 2016!This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with PowerPoint 2016. Jump in wherever you need answers--brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step.
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Nature Inspired Cooperative Strategies for Optimization (NICSO 2013): Learning, Optimization and Interdisciplinary ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Biological and other natural processes have always been a source of inspiration for computer science and information technology. Many emerging problem solving techniques integrate advanced evolution and cooperation strategies, encompassing a range of spatio-temporal scales for visionary conceptualization of evolutionary computation.
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Dreamweaver CC For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Turn your wonderful website dreams into robust realities with the help of Dreamweaver CC For Dummies!


	Creating dynamic websites is easy with Dreamweaver CC and this friendly, full-color guide. Updated for the latest version of Adobe's world-renowned web development tool, Dreamweaver CC For...
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Particle Physics (Manchester Physics Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Particle physics is the study of the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions. However, which particles are regarded as fundamental has changed with time as physicists’ knowledge has improved. Modern theory – called the standard model – attempts to explain all the phenomena of particle physics in terms of the...
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